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This article is related to Xiamen Airlines Performance Evaluation System, 
focusing on the introduction and analysis of its current status, pointing out the 
inefficiency of current Performance Evaluation System.  The inefficiency exists in 
two factors affecting salary system, including the performance evaluation index 
setup and evaluations result application. Thus put forward the proposals on 
improvements.  
First of all, this article summarizes the meaning of Performance, briefly 
introduces its status in morden enterprises management and the key management 
measures. Secondly expounds the Performance Evaluation System within Xiamen 
Airlines and summaries the deficiency and existing problems with the tools of 
relevant perfomance evaluation theory. The main reason Xiamen Airlines fails to 
manage effective performance evaluation lies in irrational setup of evaluation index 
and application of evaluation results. The evaluation index put more emphasis on the 
profitability index while ignores employee’s rights and interests, which lead up to 
employee’s high disapproval.  The performance result is associated with salary, 
however, it does not work as motivation tool. The performance result   becomes a 
means utilized by management to balance employee’s wage due to the irrational 
difference within wages.  Lastly, this article put forward the proposals by using 
Performance Evaluation theory. The proposals include three parts. Part I, using 
relative Balance Score Card theory and basing on civil aviation industry’s feature, 
designs strategic evaluation index including five dimensions: employee’s training 
and growth, financial, customers, inner process and safety. Thus to ensure 
employee’s growth is in same pace with company while strategic programming 
being implemented and to avoid simplifying of evaluation index. Part two: 
Compiling job description and improving job qualification system. Ensuring wage 
rank based on position instead of specific personnel. Those would be the bases for 
wage reform. Part three: Wage reform. Minimizing irrational wage rank difference 















performance evaluation management motivate.   
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第一章  导论 
1.1 课题研究的背景 
2004 年底，厦航四届八次董事会批准通过《厦门航空有限公司发展战略规
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  5.沟通功能 
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1．平衡计分卡(Balanced Scorecard, BSC)  
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